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What is Ulus?
After Chinggis Khan created the greatest land empire the world has ever
known, stretching from Poland to Korea, he and his descendants faced
a question: what now? What kind of empire do we want? A city-based
civilization? A traditional nomadic steppe-based empire? Who are we?
It’s an inner conflict many Mongols still feel today.
ULUS, a Mongolian word that means “land” or “nation,” stages a fictional
version of this dilemma, a struggle between Mongolian gods, heroes, and
monsters to define the future identity of the Mongol lands — and the
Mongol soul.
The Mongol gods play out their rivalry, like the Greek gods, on the
human chessboard — in this case, the game mat that represents the
Mongol lands. Each god works through a human champion who tries to
gather enough assets and strength to be able to establish and maintain
their god’s Ulus — that is, their vision for the future of the Mongol people.

Aim of the Game
The aim of the game is to try to achieve your god’s Ulus by having your
champion defeat monsters, gain and trade asset cards and win traditional
Mongol games so as to end the game with the the most points.

Components
•
•
•
•
•

Game bag/map
25 shagai
8 sacred site cards
7 god cards
7 champion cards

•
•
•
•
•

48 asset cards
12 monster cards
3 Eternal Blue Sky cards
Tuul’ch storyteller card
Scorecard
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Setting Up
Lay the game mat on the table or floor between the players. Each
of the eight circles around the perimeter has the name, in Mongolian
script, of a season. (Starting at the top, and moving clockwise: Summer,
Autumn, Winter, Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, Spring.) Shuffle the
sacred site cards and deal one, face up, to each circle except the Naadam
circle in the center.

regular game mat
deluxe game mat
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Give each player four shagai, at random. Set aside any unused shagai.
Make sure you can identify each of the four shagai faces — Horse, Camel,
Sheep, and Goat.

Shuffle the god cards and hold them out, face down. Each player draws
one, looks at it, and places it face-down in front of them. Players do not
reveal which God card they have drawn. Discard any remaining god
cards.
Lay out the champion cards, face up. Each player chooses which
champion from Mongol history or mythology will represent them, and
their god, in the game, and places it face-up in front of them. Following
Mongolian tradition, the oldest player chooses first. Discard any
remaining champion cards.
Shuffle the asset cards and deal each player three, face down. Place
the rest of the asset deck face down beside the game mat.
Shuffle the monster cards. Place the monster deck face down beside
the game mat.
Place the Eternal Blue Sky cards face up beside the game mat.
Give each player a scorecard. Attach the clip to the scorecard to
indicate the champion’s current level of strength. Each champion starts
with 10 strength points.
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Phases of the Game
The game consists of two phases.
In the first, the Nomadic phase, the champions travel the Mongol
lands together season by season, in a caravan, around the circular game
mat, visiting eight sacred sites. At each site, each champion may fight a
monster and win the asset it is guarding.
After visiting all sites, the champions move to the center of the game mat
for the second phase, Naadam. At Naadam, the annual summer festival,
they take part in each of the three traditional Mongol sports before visiting
Tuul’ch, the storyteller, for a final encounter that may decide their fate.

Before Starting the Game
Look at your god, champion, and asset cards carefully. They
determine your strategy for the game, and your champion’s abilities.

God cards
Each god card indicates:
(i) the god’s name and a brief description;
(ii) the specific asset cards that will award you points and help your god
achieve their Ulus
(iii) your god’s special ability.
Once, and only during the Nomadic phase of the game, you
may make a direct appeal for your god to intervene. Do this by
flipping their god card face up in front of you beside the game mat,
and announce to the other players you are asking for ONE of the
following:
EITHER: Divine Protection. If the champion is confronting
a monster or monsters, the god protects the champion by slaying
the monster(s). The champion’s strength is restored to 10 if it is
below that number, and you take the asset card(s) the monster was
guarding.
OR: Divine Ability.
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The gods’ Ulus and abilities are as follows:

Burkut

Ulus: To make the Mongol lands a wildlife refuge for all creatures.
Ability: Monster-whispering. Add the next monster on the monster pile
to whichever monster a champion is about to confront.

Etügen Eke

Ulus: An empire of herding, farming, and nomadic self-sufficiency.
Ability: Coercion. Command another player to help you fight a monster
without compensation.

Mergen

Ulus: An empire of scholarship and learning.
Ability: Foresight. When winning an asset, look at the top three cards
on the asset pile and choose one. Put the others on the asset discard pile.

Tengri

Ulus: An ever-expanding empire of manufacture, trade and commerce.
Ability: Vengeance. If a god ability is used against Tengri’s champion,
make all other players discard one asset card of their own choice.

Ülgen

Ulus: An empire of spirituality.
Ability: Healing. Discard a bone card to restore strength up to 10 points.

Umay

Ulus: An empire where social welfare and justice prevail, and no Mongol
child goes hungry or lacks shelter.
Ability: Singing. Sing a monster to sleep and take its asset. The next
champion in turn confronts the same monster.

Lobsogoi

Ulus: Lobosgoi has no vision for the Mongol lands other than chaos and
disorder.
Ability: Mischief. If Lobsogoi’s player has any FOUR of the mystical object
cards — Prayer Flags, Ovoo, Snuff Bottle, Deer Stone, Map, Ink and Brush,
Paper, Fire, Tovshuur, Morin Khuur, Shamanic Drum — they may show
those four cards to the rest of the players and order one other player to
place all their asset cards in the asset discard pile and replace them with the
same number of cards from the top of the asset card pile. This is the only god
ability that may be used multiple times during the game. Lobsogoi’s player
then discards their four mystical asset cards, but does not replace them.
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See Asset cards, below, to learn which asset cards are valuable to
which gods.
For more information, see the ULUS and Mongolian Culture section
of this booklet, page 19.

Champion cards
Each champion card indicates:
(i) The champion’s name and brief description;
(ii) Their special ability and how it can be used.
You may use your champion’s ability only ONCE, and only during
the Naadam phase of the game. (The abilities are explained below in
the Naadam section.) When you decide to use your champion’s
ability, turn the card sideways to show it has been used.
For more information, see the ULUS and Mongolian Culture section
of this booklet, page 27.

Asset cards
In order to establish the Ulus their god wants, each champion needs to
acquire asset cards during the Nomadic phase of the game.
Each asset card indicates:
(i) The name of the asset and, in some cases, a brief description;
(ii) The name(s) of the god(s) who value this asset;
(iii) The value of the asset in points.
Some asset cards are so central to Mongol life they have value for all gods;
these are known as Bone cards, and are worth 5 points each. Others are
more specific and have value only to two gods, or even one god; these are
called Horn and Jade cards, and are worth 10 and 15 points respectively.

Bone cards worth 5 points to any god:
Horse
Ger
Fire
Bankhar Dog
Bow
Prayer Flags
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Horn Cards

worth 10 points to each of two gods:

Goat				Etügen Burkut
Camel				Etügen Tengri
Sheep				Etügen Burkut
Airag				Umay

Tengri

Suutei Tsai 			Umay

Mergen

Eagle				Burkut Tengri
Tovshuur 			

Umay

Ülgen

Morin Khuur			Ülgen

Mergen

Ovoo				Ülgen

Mergen

Jade Cards

worth 15 points to one specific god:

Snow Leopard			Burkut
Wolf					Burkut
Ink and Brush			Mergen
Paper					Mergen
Shamanic Drum			Ülgen
Deer Stone				Ülgen
Boortsog 				Umay
Snuff Bottle				Umay			
Map					Tengri
Fortress				Tengri
Reindeer				Etügen
Yak					Etügen
Look at the three asset cards you have been dealt during the setup of the
game. Select one and discard it by passing it off to the player on your left.
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Game Phase One:
The Nomadic Phase
To start the champions’ journey around the Mongol lands, place
one shagai, Camel face up, on the sacred site card at the 12 o’clock
Summer position on the game mat. This shagai represents the caravan
of champions, and it will be moved around the mat after each turn to
indicate the champions’ progress from one sacred site to the next.

Sacred site cards
Each sacred site card indicates:
(i) The name of the site;
(ii) Which champion draws extra strength from that particular location;
(iii) Which asset cards bestow extra strength on the players who hold them;
(iv) Any special features of this location.
To begin each seasonal turn, each player announces whether they gain
any strength points at that site, either because their champion is favored
at the site or because they have any of the designated asset cards that have
strength value at that site.
Then the oldest player, followed by the other players in clockwise order,
decides how they wish to spend their time at that site.
Each player may EITHER rest and recover while the caravan is at that site
OR have their champion battle a monster in hopes of winning an asset
card. They must make their decisions before revealing any monster cards.
For more information, see the ULUS and Mongolian Culture section
of this booklet, page 35.

Rest and recovery
If you decide to avoid confrontation and rest and regain strength, you gain
five strength points, but you give up the chance to gain any asset cards at
that site. You may not engage in combat at the site even after recovering
your strength, either on your own behalf or to help another player. The
decision to fight or not to fight then passes clockwise to the next player.
You cannot keep increasing your champion’s strength by refusing to
combat monsters: choosing to rest restores your champion’s strength only
up to its initial value of 10 strength points.
Alternatively, you can decide to try to win an asset card by battling a
resident monster.
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Monster cards
If you decide to fight a monster, turn over the top card of the monster
deck. (At Uureg Lake, the top two cards are turned over.) You cannot
change your mind and decide to rest after the monster has been revealed.
Each monster card indicates:
(i) The name of the monster and a brief description of its origins;
(ii) A number indicating its strength.
The power of each monster is a number multiplied by the number of
players in the game: the more players, the more powerful the monsters.
Thus, a 3X monster in a 2-player game will have 6 power, but in a 6-player
game would have 18 power.
Most monsters guard one asset; sometimes there may be more than one
monster guarding an asset.
Note: monsters at a Winter site are hungrier, and 1 strength is added the
multiplier. So a monster designated as 2X will be 3X in winter.
For more information, see the ULUS and Mongolian Culture section
of this booklet, page 33.

Rolling the shagai for help
If a player decides to confront the monster, they may choose to
immediately roll the four shagai to ask their god for assistance.
If they roll four different faces (that is, one of each of Horse, Camel,
Sheep, and Goat) their god makes them immune to the monster. The
champion takes the top card from the asset deck, and the monster’s
attack is deflected at the next player. (Resting players cannot be victim
to a deflected attack.) The next player then has to roll their four shagai in
preparation for the conflict. If the next player also rolls four different faces,
the monster’s fury is again deflected to the following player clockwise, but
no asset card is won. The deflection process ends as soon as one player
does not roll four different faces.
If they roll four of horse, sheep, or camel, they defeat the monster
and take the asset.
The monster card goes on the monster discard pile; the player takes the
top asset card without showing anyone.
If they roll three of horse, sheep, or camel, two of a kind, or
two pairs, their god has determined that they need to fight this battle
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on their own, and they then engage the monster in a hand-to-hand
strength-to power battle. (See Combat, below.)
If they roll three or more goats, a second monster appears to join
forces with the first. A second monster card is dealt from the top of the
monster deck and placed beside the first, and the player must fight both
of them at once.

Combat
If a player chooses not to roll the shagai, or if the shagai dictate the player
must fight, the player pits their champion’s strength against the power of
the monster(s).
If the champion has more strength points than the monster has power,
the champion defeats the monster. The monster card is placed on the
monster discard pile, and the player takes the asset card. The champion’s
strength is reduced by the number of power points of the monster.
EXAMPLE: It is a 3-player game. The champion has 14 strength points.
The monster is Almas, whose power is 3X the number of players,
totaling 9. The champion thus defeats the monster, takes the top asset
card, and their strength is reduced by 9 points, leaving them with 5
strength.

If the monster has more strength than the champion, the player may
choose to:
1. call for help to fight the monster. Another player may choose
to have their champion help fight the monster(s) either (a) from the
goodness of their heart, (b) in return for an unbreakable promise of
combat assistance in the future, or (c) in return for one or more asset
cards that are agreed on and handed over there and then. (The discussion
over the cost of assistance is public, so other players hear what cards
are offered or demanded.) The two players’ strength points are then
combined against the monster’s power points. Each champion suffers
half the damage, and the first player wins the asset card.
EXAMPLE: It is a 5-player game. The champion has 19 strength points,
but the monster is Atai Ulan, whose power is 4X the number of players,
totaling 20. One of the other players agrees to have their champion,
who currently has 16 strength points, join in the fight in return for two
asset cards. Atai Ulan is defeated, and the card is placed on the monster
discard pile. Each champion’s strength is reduced by 10, and the first
player takes the asset card.

2. call for divine protection. See Divine Protection, above.
Reminder: you can use EITHER Divine Protection OR Divine Ability only once.
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Failing either of these two options, the champion is defeated, their
strength is reduced to zero, and the monster’s strength is reduced by
the defeated hero’s current strength. The champion can take no further
part in the play at that site, and must devote their stay at the next site to
resting. The next champion in turn steps forward to confront the (now
weakened) monster.
After each combat is complete, the turn moves to the next champion who
has decided to fight.
Reminder: players keep track of their strength values by moving the clip
to the corresponding square on the scoresheet.
Note: if a player wins an asset card that endows extra strength at a site,
that value does not come into effect until the next site at the earliest.
All the champions remain at a sacred site until each in turn has had a
chance to either sit out and rest or confront a monster. Then each player
discards one asset to the player on their left, and when this exchange
is completed, the Camel shagai is moved to the next site to mark the
progress of the caravan of champions.
If either the monster or asset card deck is exhausted, the discard pile is
shuffled and placed face down as the new deck.
When the champions have visited all the sacred sites, each player has the
chance to discard one asset card from their hand and replace it a card
from the top of the asset deck.
Then the action moves to the center of the game mat at Naadam. At this
point the Camel shagai is discarded.
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Game Phase Two:
The Naadam Festival
The Naadam Phase features the three traditional Mongol sports: wrestling,
horse riding, and archery, plus the tradition of storytelling.
These minigames each represent not only the three major Mongol sports
contested each year at Naadam, but are all based on real Mongolian shagai
games. The winner of each game earns an Eternal Blue Sky card, a special
asset worth 20 points. These games also involve using not only the shagai
that have been in use so far, but all the shagai provided with the game.
Each champion has an ability that can be used ONCE during the
Naadam sports. Zanabazar’s ability is to be immune to the abilities of
other champions at any time during Naadam.

Horse Racing
Based on the traditional “Horse Race” shagai game, the goal of the horse
race game is to try to be the first champion to gallop from Naadam, round
the Mongol lands in the order they were visited during the Nomadic
Phase, and back to Naadam.
The player with the fewest asset cards starts. If two players have the same
number of cards, the older player goes first.
All players take a shagai and place it at the starting point at Naadam,
Horse side up. This shagai acts as their horse. Each player keeps track of
their own shagai.
Each player in turn rolls 4 shagai. For each Horse shagai rolled, they
move their horse shagai one site forward.
As Chinggis Khan’s special ability is Horsemanship, he starts two sites
ahead of everyone else. Alun Gua’s ability is Horse Whispering: at any
point during the horse race, she can sing her opponents’ horses to sleep
so they all miss two turns.
The winner is the champion who reaches Naadam first. That player
receives an Eternal Blue Sky card and places it beside their champion
card. At this point the sacred site cards are removed from the mat and
discarded.
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Archery
Based on traditional accuracy-focused shagai-flicking games, the archery
game consists of 5 rounds. The goal is to win the most points in all the
rounds combined.
The player with the most asset cards starts. In the case of a tie, the older
player goes first.
The Naadam site at the center of the game mat consists of inner and outer
circles. Each player in turn places a shagai at the edge of the mat and flicks
it toward the inner circle. (Knocking away opposing shagai is allowed.)
After each player has flicked one shagai, any player with a shagai
completely in the inner circle earns ten points; any player with a shagai
completely in the outer circle or straddling the line between the inner and
outer circles earns four points. The shagai are then cleared off the mat.
Next round, the player who won the previous round goes first, and play
continues clockwise.
The player with the most points after five rounds wins the match and
earns an Eternal Blue Sky card. In the event of a tie, the tied archers have
a tiebreaker round.
As Geser’s special ability is Marksmanship, he enters the archery contest
with a bonus 4 points.
Sorghaghtani Beki’s ability is Side Switch: she can compel one other
champion to shoot with their non-dominant hand, with their dominant
eye closed, for the entire contest.

Wrestling
Based on traditional matching-focused shagai flicking games, the
wrestling game is one round. The goal is to capture the most shagai.
One player, at random, gathers all the shagai, shakes them, and drops
them all at the same time onto the center of the mat.
The player with the fewest asset cards selects one of the shagai and tries to
flick it, using finger- or thumb-tip, so as to hit another shagai of the same
kind. (Goat hitting goat, for example.) If they hit a matching shagai, they
capture the one they hit, take it off the mat, place it in front of them, and
flick the same shagai they started with again to try to hit another showing
the same face. If their initial shagai has rolled over and shows another
face, they must try to hit another shagai with that same face.
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Their turn continues until they hit a non-matching shagai, miss all the
shagai altogether, or flick any shagai off the mat, at which point the turn
moves clockwise to the next player. (Any shagai that flies off the mat is
dropped back into the center after the turn is over, and left to lie where
it rolls.)
If there are no matching shagai, the player whose turn it is re-rolls all the
remaining shagai until a match is present, then continues their turn.
If there are only two shagai left, you can hit the opposing shagai regardless
of whether it matches.
The game ends when there is only one shagai left. The player who has
captured the most shagai at that point wins an Eternal Blue Sky card.
In the result of a tie, the two highest scoring wrestlers have a tiebreaker
round.
As Khutulun’s ability is Wrestling, her player removes two of the shagai
and places them in front of them before the game begins, thus starting
with a two-shagai advantage.
Jianggar’s ability is Parry. At the start of the contest, after the shagai have
been dropped onto the mat, Jianggar’s player may tell each opponent
which shagai to aim for.
After the wrestling contest, all shagai are removed from the mat and
discarded.

The Epic Tale
The final act of the festivities at Naadam, and the final act of the game
ULUS, is an encounter with Tuul’ch, the blind storyteller, in his ger.
NOTE: if Lobsogoi’s player intends to use his Mischief power for the last
time, they must do it before the Tuul’ch encounter begins.
Bardic recitals were a key part of Naadam, and a well-told epic tale could
bring health, fertility, and a good harvest. In ULUS, the champions each
want Tuul’ch to tell the epic tale of their journey through the game.
The Tuul’ch card is placed in the center of the Naadam zone in the game mat.
Starting with the oldest, each player in turn petitions Tuul’ch to tell the
story of their heroic quest by rolling their four shagai over the Tuul’ch card.
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The bard responds as follows:
four different faces, or four horses, camels, or
sheep: Tuul’ch sings the tale of your epic quest, an act
that brings both good fortune and healing. Your strength
increases by 10 and you may discard two of your asset
cards and replace them with the top two cards in the asset
deck, or if the asset deck is exhausted you can demand one
specific asset card from another player who must give it to
you if they have it.
three horse, camel or sheep: Tuul’ch sings the tale of
your quest, but briefly and in a rather uninterested way.
Your strength increases by 5, but your hope of more asset
cards is dashed by his mocking smile.
two pairs: Tuul’ch pretends not to hear you, and instead
sings the interminable epic of Hua Guan Suo. He is still
singing and cackling when you give up hope and leave his
ger.
one pair: Tuul’ch sings the tale of your quest, making fun
of your every misfortune and improvising comic accounts
of your battles with what he calls “the feeblest of monsters.”
Your spirit sags and you lose 3 strength points.
three or four goats: Tuul’ch curses you, your children
and your children’s children. Boils break out all over your
body and you run from his ger in pain and shame, the
scornful laughter of the other champions stinging your ears.
You lose 10 strength points and must discard one asset card.

Endgame
After the Naadam games and storytelling, players add up the points on
their asset cards, plus any Eternal Blue Sky cards, plus the value of their
champion’s remaining strength. Example: if a player has 35 asset points,
22 strength points and one Eternal Blue Sky card, their final score would
be 77.
At this point, if Lobsogoi is in play and if he has won any Eternal Blue
Sky cards, he can use them as weapons: for each Eternal Blue Sky card he
holds, he can reduce any one opponent’s final game total by 20 points.
The player with the highest point total wins. However, if Lobsogoi is in
play, and no other player has 60 or more points, Lobsogoi wins.
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Alternative Versions
Streamlined Asset Variant
In a two- or three-player game, the duplicate asset cards can be removed
for a more streamlined version.

Camel Race Variant
Because of the irregular shape of the shagai, Horse can be one of the more
difficult faces to throw. For a faster version of the race, by consent of all
the players, the horse race can become a camel race.

Trading Variant
In this variant, instead of passing one card to the left at the end of
each round, players engage in a round of trading. Each player in turn
announces an asset card they want, and the player or players who have
the card name their price for it, in cards or gameplay favors. In an even
more mercantile variant, one round of trading can take place after each
contest at Naadam.
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Part of our goal in creating ULUS: Legends of the Nomads, is, of course,
to make a fun tabletop game; but part is to introduce you to the rich,
fascinating panorama of Mongolian history, mythology, and culture.
You don’t need to know all this background to play the game, but we
think it’ll make the game far more interesting. Now read on…

Assets
The ULUS assets have been chosen very deliberately as a way of giving
a glimpse of what is important to traditional nomad culture. This is our
chance to explain why they are important.

Airag
The traditional national beverage of Mongolia, airag is an alcoholic
beverage made of fermented mares’ milk. Airag is made by first filtering
the milk and then fermenting it over the course of several days. To
nomadic people, airag provides many benefits. Firstly, it is a major source
of vitamins and minerals. Additionally, since raw mare’s milk often has
a laxative effect, consuming it raw is not recommended in most cases;
fermentation removes this effect. Lastly, many adult Mongolian people
are lactose intolerant; since fermentation destroys the lactose in milk, it
allows those who are lactose intolerant to consume it without ill effects.

Bankhar Dog
The Bankhar, also known as the Tibetan Mastiff, was a vital member of the
nomadic family. The traditional greeting when approaching a Mongolian
ger is to say “Hold your dog!” In Mongolia, humans and Bankhar dogs
are thought to be kindred spirits. Dogs are traditionally the only animals
that are given names, and when a Bankhar dies, its remains are typically
placed on top of a mountain so people do not walk over its bones, and
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so it may be closer to the gods and spirit world. This spiritual kinship is
so close that a traditional belief is that humans can be reincarnated as
dogs and dogs as humans — and as a result, when a dog dies its tail is cut
off so that if its spirit is reborn as a human, the human does not have an
embarrassing tail.

Boortsog
Boortsog is a food made of fried dough, commonly eaten in Mongolia,
as well as across the Middle East, Central Asia, and Idel-Ural. Boortsog
is typically sweet, and often eaten as a dessert. In Mongolia, it is also
sometimes dipped in tea. Preparation methods can vary, but Mongolians
often tie pieces of dough into knots before frying and use mutton fat to
add extra flavor.

Bow
The Mongolian people have practiced archery for thousands of years.
Along with the mobility offered by the horse, mastery of the bow was a
factor which allowed Chinggis Khan’s armies to consolidate the Empire.
By the 13th century, the technology of the Mongolian bow had already
been in development for millennia; the bow itself was a composite bow
(unlike the English longbow of the same era), typically made of leather,
horn, and wood, and was designed to be used from horseback. Their
composite bows were also recurve bows, meaning they were also smaller,
lighter, more flexible, and yet packed more power than longbows.
Mongolians are often credited with the invention of the recurve bow.
Today, archery competitions remain a major part of Mongolian culture,
and archery (both for hunting and for sport) remains a major aspect of
day-to-day life for many Mongolian people. Archery, along with horse
racing and wrestling, is one of the “three games of men” that take place
at the Naadam festival in Mongolia, and it should be noted that despite
the name women now also participate in the archery games, as well as
horse racing.

Camel
Camels were domesticated in the Eurasian steppes some 5,000-6,000
years ago. As they did not require roads to travel on, could carry up to 500
pounds of goods and supplies, and did not require much water for long
journeys, they became one of the most important animals for land-based
trade in Asia. In addition, camel-hair was one of the most important
fibers in Mongol textiles. UNESCO lists the Mongolian Camel Coaxing
Ritual, performed “to encourage a female camel to accept a new-born
calf or to adopt an orphan,” on the List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in
Need of Urgent Safeguarding.
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Deer Stone
More than 1,000 deer stones have been found in the territory of modern
Mongolia, dating back to about 1000 BCE. Their purpose is unknown.
The stones exhibit a variety of images, but reindeer feature prominently
in nearly all of them. Early stones have very simple images of reindeer,
and as time progresses, the designs increase in detail. The reindeer are
depicted with neck outstretched and legs extended as if they are flying
rather than running on the ground. Over time, the designs of the antlers
became increasingly vast, ornate spiral designs that sometimes held a
sun disc and may have been bigger than the deer itself. This suggests a
connection with Siberian shamanic practices: tattoos on buried warriors
contain deer, featuring antlers embellished with small birds’ heads. One
theory is that the reindeer-sun-bird imagery symbolizes the shaman’s
spiritual transformation from the earth to the sky, the passage from
earthly life to heavenly life.

Eagle
The earliest eagle hunters were probably the Khitans in the 10th century,
roughly three centuries before the rise of the Mongol Empire. During
the time of Genghis Khan’s conquests, the practice was used by the
Kyrfyz tribe, who preserved the tradition under Mongol rule. The Kyrfyz
language differentiates between a person who hunts using birds of prey
(in general) and a person who hunts using eagles; the latter has its own
word in the language. (This is true of the Kazakh language as well.)
Nowadays eagle hunting is practiced throughout the former Mongol
lands — not just in Mongolia but widely across the Eurasian steppes.
During the communist period in Kazakhstan, many Kazakhs fled for
Mongolia to avoid being forced to abandon their nomadic lifestyle and
sent to collective farms, settling in Bayan-Ölgii Province in the Altai
Mountains of western Mongolia, and bringing with them their tradition
of hunting with eagles. There are an estimated 250 eagle hunters in
Bayan-Ölgii, primarily hunting foxes. Each October, they take part in
the annual Golden Eagle Festival. Although the Kazakh government has
made efforts to lure the eagle hunters back to Kazakhstan, most have
stayed in Mongolia.

Fire
Mongolian culture traditionally honors fire. Fire is considered to be the
purest element; it is considered uncouth to throw waste, etc. into the fire
in a ger, for example. Od iyesi is the Mongolian spirit or deity of fire.
Likewise, Od Ana is the goddess of fire, the female form of Od iyesi, and
also the goddess of marriage.
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Fortress
In 2015, a team of Mongolian and Japanese researchers unearthed a
fortress in Mongolia that is believed to have been one of Chinggis Khan’s
garrisons, dating to the 13th century. The fortress measured 557 by 655
feet (170 by 200 meters), and was situated both near farmland and along
trade routes. This would have allowed the fortress to remain well stocked
with both provisions and horsemen. During the era of Pax Mongolica (a
period of relative stability in Eurasia under the Mongol Empire during
the 13th and 14th centuries), fortresses also protected the trade that the
Mongols encouraged throughout Asia.

Ger
The ger is a key feature of Mongolian life dating to the time of the
Mongol Empire. Like the yurt, a ger is a felt tent, easily collapsible and
transportable, and therefore is well suited to a nomadic lifestyle. To this
day, a sizable portion of Mongolia’s population lives in gers. Linguistically,
the word “ger” has a broad meaning of “home,” and other words use “ger”
as a stem: gerlekh, meaning “to marry,” literally means “to make a home.”

Goat
The goat was such an important animal in Mongol culture, both for
its meat and wool, that it was adopted as one of the four faces of the
shagai used for divination. It may also have been the unwitting and
unfortunate origin of team sports. What is often called the oldest sport in
the world — buzkashi or kökbörü, literally “goat-dragging,” in which two
teams on horseback try to drag a goat carcass to their goal — may have
originated in Mongolia.

Horse
It is impossible to overstate the importance of the horse in Mongol
culture. A traditional saying holds that “A Mongol without a horse is like
a bird without wings.” Not only was the horse vital to the conquests of
Chinggis Khan, but the resulting vast Mongol empire was unified by a
circuit of communications like Pony Express of the American West, with
way-stations for post riders set up in strategic locations across the empire.
The horse also made it possible for the Mongols to evade intruders and
retain their independence. It is a sign of the close relationship between the
role of the horse in nomadic life and the expansion of Mongol influence
that when the Mongol forces finally conquered the Chinese empire and
Chingghis Khan’s grandson Khublai Khan ascended China’s dragon
throne, he lost control of strategic horse-breeding areas of the steppes.
According to American Museum of Natural History, “His decline began
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when he could no longer mobilize and unify the mounted nomadic
warriors as his grandfather, uncle, and brother had.” In the words of J.
Tserendeleg, president of the Mongolian Association for Conservation of
Nature and the Environment, “I think it is not possible to view the future
of Mongolia without horses as well. Mongolia is not Mongolia without
horses.”

Ink and Brush
Since the 18th century, the ink brush has been the traditional method of
writing the Mongolian script. (Before the 18th century, the reed pen was
the preferred writing instrument; the ink brush was popularized in the
18th century on account of Chinese influence.) The ink used to write the
Mongolian script is traditionally either black or cinnabar (red).

Map
Maps of the Mongol territories are something of a mystery. Maps were
articles of enormous importance and value, both practical and spiritual.
It seems impossible to believe that such a vast empire could have been
administered without maps. Some maps of the time charted the earthly
plane; others, especially in Tibet, were cosmograms that combined the
physical and spiritual realms, sometimes in mandala form, showing
places that were important in the lives of the Buddha and various
bodhisattvas. Yet no Mongolian map older than the seventeenth century
has ever been recorded.

Morin Khuur
The name morin khuur literally means “horse fiddle.” The horsehead
fiddle, a national symbol of Mongolia, is a stringed instrument played
with a bow, listed by UNESCO as one of the Masterpieces of the Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity. Multiple legends exist about the origin
of the morin khuur. A common feature of these narratives is a bond
between a human and a horse, and a tragedy that causes the horse to die,
inspiring the human to create an instrument from the horse’s remains.
The morin khuur plays a central role in traditional storytelling and also
in the Camel Coaxing Ritual (see: Camel), in which the instrument is
played alongside a special kind of low-harmonic music called khoosloh.

Ovoo
Ovoo are cairns (that is, man-made piles or stacks of rocks) which
are used as shrines by various Mongolian folk religions. Every ovoo is
thought as the representation of a god, which may be a heavenly god,
a mountain god, some other god of nature, or the private shrine of an
extended family.
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When traveling, it is customary to stop and circle an ovoo three times
clockwise as one passes it. In Mongolian culture, clockwise is often
considered the “correct” direction of motion around an object or point.
Likewise, for example, it is considered uncouth to move counterclockwise
around the inside of a ger.

Paper
Paper was first manufactured in China some 1,200 years before the
Mongol Empire, but even in Chinggis Khan’s day it was a rare and
expensive item. A manuscript from 13th-century Persia, explaining the
papermaking process, reveals that it took 12 days to produce 100 sheets
of high-quality paper. By then paper had enabled rapid growth in book
production and transportation, and had become central to the three arts
of China — poetry, painting, and calligraphy — and subsequently the
“Four Treasures of the Scholar’s Studio” would be paper, the brush, ink,
and the inkstone. Yet despite its cost and value, paper was also used for
wrapping items of value, for tea bags, and (especially in China) as toilet
paper.

Prayer Flags
Prayer flags are usually most associated with Tibet, but they are
commonly used in Mongolia as well. It is not uncommon to see an ovoo,
or shrine, decorated with prayer flags. Prayer flags are often associated
with Buddhism, but their use is believed to predate Buddhism in Tibet.
In Mongolia, prayer flags are often blue in color; this is distinct from the
practice in other nations.

Reindeer
In Mongolia, reindeer are raised primarily for milk. Reindeer milk,
cheese, and yoghurt are staples of the local diet. Because the local area is
hilly, the reindeer also provide transportation; they serve as pack animals,
and they are also ridden. Training of reindeer for riding begins when the
reindeer are around two years old, but on account of the weight of an
adult human, adults don’t ride reindeer until the reindeer are at least three
years old and strong enough to support an adult’s weight. This means that
it’s typically children who train the reindeer. Reindeer that are ridden are
often castrated males. Reindeer antlers are used in folk medicines in China;
ergo, the Tsaatan can sell the antlers as well, so the antlers are usually cut
off during the summer. However, reindeer cannot regulate their body
temperature well without their antlers, and become easily exhausted, so
antlers are not harvested from pregnant female reindeer.
The reindeer herders, the Tsaatan of north central Mongolia, are one
of the world’s smallest ethnic minorities. Many of the Tsaatan fled to
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northern Mongolia from their ancestral lands in Siberia in the early
1900s, after Stalin came to power in Russia, out of fear that they would be
forcibly settled. Until 1960, those Tsaatan were stateless, as the Mongolian
government did not recognize them. Today, many Tsaatan still retain
their nomadic, reindeer-herding lifestyle. However, their lifestyle faces
threats from climate change, and overzealous mining.

Shamanic drum
Mongolian shamans, like all other shamans of Inner Asia, make use of the
drum. Sometimes the design of the drum will incorporate the shaman’s
ongon, or ancestral spirit. Drums are often made of horse hide, the drum
itself standing for the saddle animal on which the shaman rides or the
mount that carries the invoked spirit to the shaman.

Sheep
Boiled mutton was a staple of the traditional Mongol diet. Sheep wool
was pressed into felt and then, along with sheepskins, either made into
clothing, rugs, and blankets or used for the outer covering of the gers.
Though the Mongols used wood as a fuel source, animal dung was often
the most readily available source, women and children being responsible
for gathering the dung. An important skill and responsibility for Mongol
women was to coax the ewes to nurse their young.

Snow Leopard
The snow leopard has traditionally been viewed as a sacred animal
by Mongolian peoples, as well as other cultures of the region. The
ethnographer Yuri Loginov wrote, “According to the views of the Mongols,
Khakas, Tuvinians and Altaians, the leopard is the representative of the
higher heavenly forces on earth. It became a totem, an ancestor and the
protector of the family.” To some even in present day Mongolian culture,
it is considered disrespectful to call the animal by its real name; according
to Mongol shaman Buyanbad-rakh, it is preferred to use descriptions
such as “spotted fur coat.” However, this idea is more complicated than
religion would make it seem. Snow leopards are carnivorous, and many
herders dislike the leopards because they prey on their livestock. Presentday conservation efforts have made a large difference, and for now snow
leopards are safe in the mountains of Mongolia.

Snuff Bottle
Similar to the snuff boxes used by Europeans, snuff bottles were used
to carry powdered tobacco. Tobacco was introduced to the East by
the Portuguese at some point in the 16th century and was originally
smoked, but the Qing dynasty banned the practice of smoking tobacco.
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Snuff was still allowed, however, on the grounds that it was believed to
have medicinal properties. A traditional Mongol greeting included an
invitation to share one’s snuff bottle.

Suutei Tsai
Like airag, suutei tsai (literally “tea with milk”) is a traditional beverage
of Mongolia. It is traditionally made with water, tea leaves, milk, and salt.
It is a tradition of Mongolian peoples to not drink straight water, so milk
(of a variety of types) is a staple of the Mongolian diet.

Tovshuur
The tovshuur is a type of lute, culturally significant to the peoples of
Western Mongolia, that is typically played to accompany storytelling,
dancing, and singing. The writings of the European explorer Marco Polo
suggest it might have also been played before battle. Tovshuurs are not
mass produced or made to any sort of predetermined specifications; each
is individually made, and thus each is unique.

Wolf
Wolves are important symbols of masculinity, courage, and honor,
especially in Mongol heroic and mythic poetry. They also have a strong
spiritual identity: in the Mongol folktale Boldag ugei boru ebugen, the
god Qormuz Tengri is depicted as a powerful, active god “attended by
the wolf and crow,” illustrating the wolf ’s place in pre-modern Mongolic
consciousness.

Yak
Yaks are used by the Mongolian people as beasts of burden, and also
provide meat and milk. Unlike camels, yaks require prime grazing land
and cannot perform well in the desert. However, yaks still hold very
high value to the Mongolian people of the steppes, and in fact one of the
most important festivals of the year in Mongolia is the Yak Festival. It is
held on the 23rd of July every year in Orkhon Valley, in the province of
Ovorkhangai.
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Champions
All the champions in ULUS are figures taken from Mongol history,
mythology, or a combination of both.

Alun Gua
According to Mongolian tradition, Chinggis Khan was descended from
the union of a grey wolf and a white doe. But eleven generations after
that union and ten generations before the birth of the great Khan is the
semi-mythical figure who marks the transition between the supernatural
and the human, the past and the future: Alun Gua, or Alun the Beautiful.
Her first two sons, Begünütei and Belgünütei, were sired by her warrior-king
husband Bodonchar Munkhag. After the king’s death, the story goes, she
gave birth to three more sons, which she credited to a glittering divine visitor
who entered her ger, or yurt, through its chimney-hole and impregnated her.
This account aroused a certain amount of suspicion, and her two eldest
sons accused her of a dalliance with a servant.
In response, she invited them for a meal, gave each of them an arrow, and
told them to break it. They did so. She then gave them a bundle of five
arrows and challenged them to break it, which they could not.
“If the five of you are divided,” she said, “you can each be easily conquered.
Together, though, like the bundle of arrows, nothing can harm you.”
And thus, as they say in the fables, each of her sons thrived and became
the ancestor of a different Mongol clan.

Chinggis Khan
Chinggis Khan (whose birth-name was Temüjin of the Borjigin clan) was
the founder of the Mongol Empire, the largest contiguous land empire
in history, and is regarded by present-day Mongolians as the founder of
Mongolia.
He founded the Empire by uniting several Central Asian tribes, at which
point he was proclaimed Chinggis Khan, meaning “Universal strong
ruler and lord.” He then launched invasions that overran lands from
Poland to Korea.
Notwithstanding his brutal conquests, however, he also did much to
promote enlightened ideas within his Empire. He made the Uyghur script
the official writing system of the Empire. He also promoted religious
tolerance within the Empire and encouraged and protected trade, thus
facilitating cultural growth of areas from Europe to Southeast Asia.
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Geser
Geser, fearless lord of the legendary kingdom of Ling, was the hero of
one of the greatest and most widespread Mongolian epics. In most of
the various tales, he had a miraculous birth, a despised and neglected
childhood, and then became ruler and won his (first) wife ‘Brug-mo
through a series of marvelous feats.
In the Buryat versions of his epic, the infant Geser defeated giant rats,
human-sized mosquitoes and steel ravens before he grew up to kill a
series of monsters and demons that had grown out of the various bodyparts of the dismembered Atai Ulan, khan of the malicious gods of the
East.
Instead of dying a normal death, Geser departed into a hidden realm
from which he may return at some time in the future to save his people
from their enemies.

Jianggar
Jianggar is the hero of one of the great Mongolian epic sagas. It is said
that his father established a utopian realm known as Baomuba, a place
where there was no orphan, no widow or widower, where people never
went hungry, and where they were never older than eighteen years of age.
When the crown of Baomuba passed to the third generation, the queen
gave birth to a baby who was ensconced in a red ball. It was the boy
Jianggar, who was so strong and powerful that as soon as he came into
the world, he was able to speak and to kick a big hole in the old goat skin
mattress he was lying on.
His father was so pleased with the birth of his son that he began neglecting
attention towards the defense of his kingdom. The Manggus, a monster,
invaded the kingdom and Jianggar’s parents were killed when he was two
years old, leaving him an orphan.
To avenge his parents’ murder, Jianggar began to go out to battle at the age
of three. When he was seven years old, he had established his fame and
had become the King Khan of Baomuba. Despite being defeated several
times in war, Manggusi did not relent in his invasions of Baomuba.
Leading 35 generals and 6,012 warriors, Jianggar defeated the Manggus
and kept Baomuba free from invaders’ occupation.

Khutulun, the Wrestler
The great-great-granddaughter of Genghis Khan, princess Khutulun
is remembered for martial prowess that was striking even in a martial
society. In battle she fought beside her father, Lord of the Odegai, her deft
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equestrian skill making her a deadly combatant. Marco Polo met her and
wrote that she would “make a dash at the host of the enemy, and seize
some man thereout, as deftly as a hawk pounces on a bird, and carry him
to her father, and this she did one man a time.”
But it was in the wrestling ring that she won eternal fame.
Blessed (or cursed) with fourteen brothers, Khutulun emerged as a
precocious wrestler in her youth. As she came of age as a noblewoman,
she demanded her suitors prove themselves to her by wrestling her. As
her fame grew, she attracted many suitors who presented herds of horses,
either as dowries should they best her, or forfeit should they lose.
No prince was able to throw Khutulun, and she amassed a sizeable herd
of horses. Ultimately, she chose her own spouse, a noble warrior from her
father’s horde. She thus retired on her own terms, undefeated.
Her father Kaidu lobbied to have her named as his successor, but
ambitious brothers and conservative advisors prevented her succession.
She remained an influential figure in the Ogedai into her middle age, when
political opposition forces initiated defamatory rumors about a supposed
incestuous relationship with her father. Her sudden and mysterious death
at the age of forty-five was whispered to be result of poison administered
by those who feared she might one day rise to power.
Her fame survived her, though, and she has been immortalized in
legends, novelizations, and even an unfinished Puccini opera. And now
a tabletop game.

Sorghaghtani Beki
Sorghaghtani Beki, Kublai Khan’s mother, was one of the most competent
and powerful leaders in the Mongol Empire, and is thought to have been
one of the most influential women in the history of the world.
Though she never ruled over the Empire in its entirety, she was granted
enduring leadership over a sizable portion of it after her husband’s death,
and became empress of the Pax Mongolica.
She repeatedly rejected marriage proposals from Ögedei Khan, saying
that her sons needed her attention; each of her sons learnt a different
language, corresponding to a different region, and all of them grew up to
be leaders in their own right.
She was a Christian, but she gave charity to both Christians and Muslims;
she was tolerant of religious diversity, and her sons carried on this trait.
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Zanabazar
Popular culture today may depict the Mongols as bloodthirsty brutes, but
Zanabazar was nothing of the kind.
Zanabazar was declared spiritual leader of the Khalkha Mongols by
a convocation of nobles in 1639 when he was just four years old. The
fifth Dalai Lama later recognized him as the reincarnation of a famous
Buddhist scholar, and bestowed on him the Sanskrit name Jñānavajra,
meaning “thunderbolt scepter of wisdom.”
In addition to his spiritual and political roles, Zanabazar was a prodigious
sculptor, painter, architect, poet, costume designer, scholar and linguist,
credited with launching Mongolia’s seventeenth century cultural
renaissance. He is best known for his intricate and elegant Buddhist
sculptures created in the Nepali-derived style, sculpted in the 1680s.
Zanabazar used his artistic output to promote Buddhism among all levels
of Khalkha society and unify the Khalkha Mongol tribes during a time of
social and political turmoil.
To make it easier to translate sacred Tibetan texts into Mongolian, he
created an entirely new script, called Soyombo, and although it is barely
used today, one of its letters, the Soyombo, became a national symbol of
Mongolia.
He even (long after his death) had a dinosaur named after him.

Eternal Blue Sky
The vast open sky of the steppes has as profound a spiritual significance
for the Mongols as the land itself. Early shamanism was based on the
relationship between humans and nature, and its focal point was the
worship of the Eternal Blue Sky, which is still represented today by the
blue stripe in the Mongolian flag.
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Gods
Mongol culture has many deities, some from ancient shamanic traditions,
others from Tibetan Buddhist heritage.

Burkut
Burkut is the Eagle God. He is often portrayed on top of the Ulukayın
(Tree of Earth), and it is said he is the bird with copper talons, whose
right wing covers the sun, and whose left covers the moon. For our game,
we have depicted him incarnated as one of the eagle hunters of BayanÖlgii. Burkut’s Ulus — his vision for the future of the Mongol lands — is
to create a wildlife refuge for all creatures.

Etügen Eke
Etügen Eke (“Mother Earth”), is an Earth goddess who lives in the middle
of the Universe, patroness of the Homeland and nature. All living beings
are subordinate to her. The dominant role in determining the fate of
people and nations belongs to Tengri, but natural forces yield to Etügen.
She is generally considered a benevolent goddess. To appease the goddess
Etügen, sacrifices are made every spring in preparation for the cattlebreeding season and before planting crops. Sacrifices are also conducted
near rivers and on the banks of lakes in the autumn, after the completion
of the harvest. Etügen is often represented as a beautiful young woman
riding a grey bull. Her Ulus is an empire of herding, farming, and
nomadic self-sufficiency.

Lobsogoi
Lobsogoi, who appears in the Buryat version of the Geser epic, is a
trickster demon born from the backside of the slain Atai Ulan, king of the
malicious gods of the East. He is a minor figure in Mongol mythology; his
appearance in ULUS is therefore a kind of promotion. He has no vision
for the future of the Mongol lands other than chaos and disorder.

Mergen
Mergen is a deity of abundance and wisdom. He is often depicted as a
young man with a helmet riding on a white horse, with a bow and arrow
in one hand. He lives on the seventh floor of sky. Mergen symbolizes
intelligence and thought. His Ulus is an empire of scholarship and
learning.
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Tengri
Tengri, the sky god, was the chief deity worshipped by the ruling class
of the Central Asian steppe peoples from the 6th to the 9th century, the
god who created all things, father of the sun and the moon. Tengri is
sometimes personified as a pure, white goose that flies constantly over an
endless expanse of water, which represents time. Beneath this water, Ak
Ana, the White Mother, calls out to him saying “Create!” His Ulus is an
ever-expanding empire of manufacturing, commerce, and trade.

Ülgen
Ülgen symbolizes goodness, welfare, and abundance of food and water.
In addition, he controls the atmospheric events and movements of stars.
He creates land for people to live on and the rainbow. He is regarded as
the patron god of shamans, and the source of their knowledge. In Turkic
and Mongolian mythology, the birch tree, regarded as a cosmic axis
between earth and sky, is regarded as sacred to him, as is the horse. His
Ulus is an empire of spirituality.

Umay
Umay is a protector of women, children, and the disadvantaged. Umay
is almost always depicted together with a child. It is believed that when
Umay leaves a child for a long time, the child gets ill and shamans are
involved to call Umay back. The smiling of a sleeping baby shows Umay is
near it and crying means that Umay has left. Umay helps people to obtain
more food and goods and gives them luck. As Umay is associated with
the sun, she is called Sarı Kız, or Yellow Maiden, and yellow is her color
and symbol. She is depicted as having sixty golden tresses that look like
the rays of the sun. Her Ulus is an empire where social justice prevails,
and no Mongol child goes hungry.
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Monsters
Most of the monsters are taken from the Epic of Geser (or Gesar),
believed to date from the 12th century, and are beasts and demons Geser,
a divine emissary sent to conquer evil, fought and overcame almost from
the day of his birth. The epic comes in many variants; Tibetan versions
alone consist of more than a million verses.

Mongolian Death Worm
A vast, poisonous worm of the Gobi desert, called olgoi-khorkhoi. Like the
sandworms in Dune and Tremors, it travels underground and can kill at a
distance, either by spraying poison or by electrical discharge. Most active in
summer, and when the ground is wet. Preys on camels and lays its eggs in
their intestines. Corrodes metal, and is attracted by the color yellow.
4X

Manggus
The great many-headed monster-demon of Mongolian mythology that
killed Jianggar’s parents and invaded his kingdom, forcing him to go to
war at the age of three.
4X

Atai Ulan
King of the malicious gods of the East, defeated and dismembered by
Tengri so he could not reincarnate. But each of the severed parts of his
body became different demons and monsters, and Geser had to fight
them all one by one.
4X

Gal Dulme
A human volcano, born from Atai Ulan’s corpse.
4X

Abarga Sasen
A 15-headed demon born from Atai Ulan’s right leg.
3X
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Shiram Minata
A demon from the country between Life and Death, born from Atai
Ulan’s left leg.
3X

Arkhan the Sun-Eater
A great beast born from Atai Ulan’s severed head.
3X

Orgoli
The giant Tiger-Lord of the Taiga, born from Atai Ulan’s right hand.
3X

Almas
Hairy and human-like in form, the Almas is the Mongol equivalent of
Bigfoot.
3X

Steel Raven
According to the epic tale, the Steel Raven was one of the supernatural
creatures that attacked the hero Geser in his infancy.
2X

Giant Rats
According to the epic tale, these vast rodents were among of the
supernatural creatures that attacked the hero Geser in his infancy.
2X

Human-Sized Mosquitoes
According to the epic tale, these terrifying insects were among of the
supernatural creatures that attacked the hero Geser in his infancy.
2X
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Sacred sites
The game takes place within the Mongol lands. This territory is neither
the full extent of the Mongol Empire at its largest, nor is it limited to
the present-day country of Mongolia. It corresponds to a time and a
place — part historical, part contemporary, part fact, part fiction — where
the Mongol people and their traditions are most vividly alive.
The eight sacred sites plus Naadam echo the nine lucky materials in
Mongolian poems: gold, silver, bronze, iron, agate, amber, jade, pearl and
coral.

Bogd Khan
Overlooking Ulaanbaatar, the sacred mountain of Bogd Khan has for
centuries acted as friend and guardian to the capital city, loved and
venerated in return by a constant outpouring of stories, songs, and poems
from both nomads and people from the city. It was the first mountain in
the world to be officially protected, in 1778. Our card shows the face of
Chinggis Khan, etched into the slopes of the mountain for the Naadam
celebrations of 2006.
At this site, Alun Gua gains 5 strength; Prayer Flags, Deer Stone, and
Shamanic Drum endow 1 strength to the champion of any player who
holds those cards.

Burial Mounds of Noin-Ula
Following the course of the Selenga River in northern Mongolia, a swath
of land is characterized by tall mounds — the preserved mausolea of the
ancient Xiongnu aristocracy.
The Xiongnu of the eastern Steppe was an alliance of nomads that through
pluck and diplomacy was able to remain independent from the khanates
and empires surrounding them. This proud confederation produced
lineages of statesmen and noble knights whom they honored by interring
them in the hills near the life-giving Selenga.
The climate of the region is such that extreme temperatures below zero
often follow floods. This combination results in a process whereby the
corpses within the tombs were effectively flash-frozen annually, slowing
the process of deterioration. Modern excavations have uncovered human
remains with skin still intact after two thousand years, lacquerware with
decoration still legible, and even textiles.
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On these textiles can be found the epic cycles of Xiongnu. Detailed
tapestries depict the deeds of cavalrymen, priests performing religious
rites, and the life stories of the dead in their burial mounds.
Sorghaghtani Beki gains 5 strength; Ger, Yak, and Reindeer endow 1
strength.

Burkhun Khaldun
The Tuul River Basin waters an area of tens of thousands of square miles,
and has also nurtured centuries of the region’s musical poetry tradition.
In The Secret History of the Mongols, for example, it is peaceful, but also
dark and deep as the impenetrable forests that hid the imposing fortress
of Torghul, the brooding ally of Genghis Khan.
Rising above it stands the sacred mountain Burkhun Khaldun. Aside
from hosting a rich array of flora and fauna, and purportedly hiding both
Genghis Khan’s birthplace and tomb, Burkhun Khaldun is the ancient
and inviolate link between Mongolia and the eternal blue sky. Prehistoric
chants, classical literature, and modern orchestral hymns all praise the
majesty of the holy peak.
Chinggis Khan gains 5 strength; Fortress, Fire, and Map endow 1 strength.

Mogao Caves
In the southern Mongol lands stands Dunhuang, a small city known
for its well-preserved archaeological sites. As a stop on the ancient Silk
Road, it boasts structures and artifacts that date to as early as 2,000 BCE:
Buddhist, Christian, Manichaean, and Jewish texts and artifacts can be
found comingled in hidden alcoves of crumbling ruins.
The epitome of this mixed ancient repository is the Mogao Caves. Known
locally as the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, this sprawling grotto
complex holds hundreds of temples, a recently rediscovered eleventh
century library, ornate murals and monolithic stone Buddhas.
Zanabazar gains 5 strength; Ink and Brush, Paper, and Bankhar Dog
endow 1 strength.

Orkhon Valley
In the geographic center of the Mongolian Plateau, a wide valley
encompasses the four distinct elements of the Mongolian landscape: arid
desert, evergreen forests, sacred peaks, and wide rivers. In the distance
stands Mount Otuken, where ancestral spirits dwell. A band of emerald
copses ring the mountain’s base beyond tawny dunes, and the deep
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sapphire of the winding Orkhon River connects them all. Since at least
the eighth century this has been a site of inspired verse. Artisans of the
Bilga Khaganate, which once ruled this land, chiseled tales of the Orkhon
onto monolithic steles that are still standing in the valley. Centuries later,
the Khitan nomads claimed the valley, and re-inscribed the ancient steles
with their own stories.
Ulaan Tsutgalan — the Red Waterfall — roars in the valley’s heart. During
dry seasons, the cataract is waterless, silent, and empty; yet when the
rains come, the Orkhon River swells, and sheets of water create a furious
ensemble of thunder and mist.
Jianggar gains 5 strength; if it is summer or autumn, the rainy season, all
champions gain one strength point; if it is winter or spring, they all lose
one point.

Sacred Yurts of the Darkhads
When Chinggis Khan was on his deathbed, a shaman came unto him and
performed the cindariin hurrcag rite. He guaranteed that the essence of
the dying lord would live forever with his people by capturing a fragment
of the departing soul in a camel’s hair. After death and burial, Chinggis
Khan’s spirit relic, and other holy artifacts associated with his life and
deeds, were entrusted to the shaman’s people for permanent conservation.
Historically the Darkhads were nomadic dwellers of the steppes. They
followed grazing sheep herds and game animals across the broad
northern plateau; moving quickly, often, and far, was the Darkhad way.
Yet wherever they went, the first and central fixtures of the camp were the
Eight White Yurts. In these tents the Darkhads kept permanent watch
over the spirit and regalia of the great Khan, guarding watchfully, offering
regular sacrifices.
Though the position of the yurts shifts with the seasons, they are the
spiritual locus of northern Mongolia.
No monster, no asset; a place of rest and healing. All visitors gain 5
strength. Players may discard one asset card and replace it from the top
of the asset deck.

Uureg Lake
Uureg Lake is a taboo place. It is a source of fresh water in land where
water is precious, but the people of the Uvs Nuur Basin rarely drink from
it, and never bathe in it. It holds a bounty of edible fish in its depths, but
the nomadic Tuvan People rarely fish from it, and never from a boat.
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Large shadows move swiftly below its surface, suggesting the presence
of something much larger than expected species. Modern geologists
and hydrologists have suggested that certain currents in Uureg are the
result of underground channels that connect the lake to other, larger,
deeper, bodies of water in the Basin. Blurred photographs purport to
show what the Tuvans have long known — that a plesiosaur-like creature
has somehow defied time in this remote environment. Believers argue
that the possibility of an interconnected warren of aquatic caves make
the basin uniquely suited for hiding and protecting a population of
lake monsters; nearby lakes provide depth enough to stay hidden, and
a hypothetical cave system provides access to the rich, unfished food
source of the Uureg.
The Uureg Lake site in ULUS hides an extra monster and an extra asset.
When the caravan reaches Uureg Lake, non-resting champions must
each draw two monster cards and confront both monsters together to
win two asset cards.
Geser gains 5 strength; Wolf, Snow Leopard, and Bow endow 1 strength.

Whistling Dunes of Dalad Banner
Backed by the Kubuqi Desert, Xiangshawan (“Whistling Dunes Bay”)
consists of crescent-shaped sand dunes that rise to a height of 90 meters
at a gradient of 45 degrees.
During dry weather, the sand inexplicably vibrates when disturbed.
Sliding down from the slopes of the dunes, one can hear not only
whistling but the cry of a bugle, the beat of a drum, even the noises of
automobile and aircraft engines.
If several people are surfing together, the sound will be as loud as a large
bell, and it feels as though the whole dune is trembling.
Khutulun gains 5 strength; Horse, Boortsog, and Snuff Bottle endow 1
strength.
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Naadam
Naadam is one of the oldest festivals in the world, a combination of
holiday, military parade, feast period, and athletic competition that
predates the Olympics by some 700 years.
Its origins lie in the celebrations, including athletic contests, that followed
weddings or spiritual gatherings. Mongols practice their unwritten
holiday rules that include a long song to start the holiday, then a Biyelgee
dance. Traditional cuisine, or Khuushuur, is served along with airag, a
drink made of fermented mares’ milk.
The main contests feature the three traditional Mongol sports: wrestling,
horse riding, and archery.
The largest Naadam festival is held in the capital, Ulaanbaatar, where
Chinggis Khan’s nine horse tails, representing the nine tribes of the
Mongols, are still ceremonially transported from Sukhbaatar Square to the
Stadium to open the festivities. At the opening and closing ceremonies,
there are impressive parades of mounted cavalry, athletes and monks.
Naadam is a time of trading and bartering, when deals are struck and
alliances formed. Other popular Naadam activities are the reciting of
epic ballads and tales, and the playing of games using shagai, sheep’s
anklebones that serve as game pieces and tokens of both divination and
friendship.

Shagai
Shagai are the astragalus or anklebone of a sheep or goat, and are used
throughout Asia and elsewhere both as divination tools and for children’s
games.
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The Classical Mongolian Script
The Classic Mongolian Script has been used since the 12th–13th century
until 1937, when it was replaced in Mongolia by Cyrillic. Currently it is
used as the official script in Inner Mongolia, called the Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region, which is in Northern China.
The script is written vertically from left to right, based on its predecessor,
the Old Uyghur Script.
With the importance of religion, valuable books were translated,
especially Tanjur and Kanjur, in the 15th century. This important activity
standardized the system of Mongol writing along with some innovations
in both grammar and the overall styling of the script.
The script also served as a bridge among the various dialects that
necessarily emerged in such a vast area. As the words were spelled mostly
in the same way, written form was a unifying aspect compared to the
spoken language of the time, as is the case in China, where the official
written script is intended to be comprehensible to people who speak a
wide variety of dialects and minority languages.
A script is processed by the brain via pictures. As this effect is very
important in Classic Mongolian, suffixes are then added as separate
letters to keep the shape of the stem of the word intact. The script itself
comprises 26 letters, with most of them having a slightly different shape
based on its position within the word.
Mongols, as a nation closely connected with nature, logically named
certain parts of the script based on animal parts: the “crown” for the
initial form of a letter, the “belly” for letters “o” and “u,” or the “tail” for
final shapes. Some of them can be seen in the calligraphy example below.
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As you can see, the art of calligraphy can enhance the style of the word,
adding flow and better visual experience for the viewer. Every person
may see the word as something different, yet connected to the original
meaning.
The Classic Mongolian Script is a beautiful legacy of the Mongolian
people, which can be enjoyed in many forms and shapes. Let’s keep it
alive though playing, performing art, and enjoying its lines and curves.
Fux Karachovič
Calligrapher

For more information about ULUS, the Endangered Alphabets
team behind it, copies of the rule book, links to learn about the
Mongolian script and language, and ULUS merchandise, check out
www.ulusgame.com.
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